TINA ALBRECHTSEN
Gracious in Life, Gracious in Death

How do you know when you have met your soul
mate? Sometimes, you just do. This cute little
nursing student and this Danish dude met at
Michigan State in 1996. He helped her move into
her apartment, which was right across from his.
They did not see each other again until four weeks
later and confessed they could not stop thinking
about each other. She never thought she would
marry until she met this Danish pastry, named John.
She just thought he was the sweetest thing. John’s
mom Randi said he had never brought anyone
home before to visit. She had a bright light in her
eye and a great smile. John once took flowers and a
giant teddy bear to the hospital where she worked.
He always called her his little bear.
2001. They bought a house together. They watched
the tragic events of 9-11 unfold. It was then that
they decided they would live purposeful lives,
respecting and caring for others and each other.
It ended with a magical finish to the year with
Tina accepting John’s artistic and romantic written
proposal of marriage on Christmas Eve.

With only one exception, 2002 was one of their
best years. They were healthy, had great jobs,
solid incomes, and a home of their own. They were
planning for their wedding of October 11, 2003.
Life was good. Suddenly and without warning, Tina
experienced severe headaches and numbness.
John convinced her to go to the ER on December
14. The CT scan revealed a mass the size of an
egg. Glioblastoma multiforme! John says that he
can still feel the blood drain from his face when
he relives the memory. Three days later she had
surgery to remove the tumor. Doctors said tumors
this size always return, but more aggressively.
These 26-year-olds were advised to get their affairs
in order rather than plan a wedding because
recurrent tumors claim lives within six to twelve
months. Her Italian father’s aunts, who were nuns
in the Vatican, sent rosaries. Tina came home on a
snowy Christmas Eve with a light shining through
the clouds and a warm glowing green rosary. In
one short year, their lives had evolved from a magic
Christmas to a tragic Christmas. Equipped with
the courage of a firefighter and the wisdom of his
grandfather (“Real men don’t run”), John, Tina’s
“knight in shining armor” appeared by her bedside
to face the firestorm, not flee it. Tina, reflecting on
her decision from 9-11, processed the diagnosis
quietly, but valiantly resolving to live an active and
normal life. When most said she could not, she
said, “I will try.”
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Unwilling to take the risk of losing her insurance,
they eloped and got married on January 7, 2003
by a justice of the peace. They celebrated at a
Big Boy restaurant across from the courthouse.
Honeymoon? No, they went back to work the
same day because she had just started chemo and
radiation and they were not sure how she would
feel. That night, they started filing paperwork to get
her on John’s insurance.
At the rehearsal dinner, John gave Tina a threediamond necklace symbolizing where they had
been, where they were and where they were going.
They defied the odds and had their wedding. Fall
colors were at their peak, temperatures in the 70s
with a Hunter moon. At the altar, John (rampant,
bubbling emotions inside) gazed at Tina’s silhouette
of beauty and grace as she entered the chapel and
approached him with a radiant glow, in spite of
her treatments. John took the lead planning the
wedding (guess who had final approval?) so Tina
could concentrate on her health. Everything was
perfect. It was as if God was giving them back a
year worth of hardship in the form of one perfect
day. Honeymoon? Yes, they went to the Caribbean.
Returning from their honeymoon, her father picked
them up from the airport. At dinner that evening, he
told them he had cancer and died three months later
on January 7, 2004.
John contacted four major hospitals from coast to
coast seeking help for Tina. Only one called back,
Duke. Dr. Allan Friedman personally called him
back and asked to see her scans. They set their
sights on moving. May 2004, Tina interviewed and
accepted a nursing job at Duke. She later worked
in the OR with Dr. Allan Friedman. June 10, though
conflicted with moving away from family but
armed with hope of getting help, they moved here.
That day started a 10-year sabbatical from brain
cancer. She followed up every six months at the
brain tumor center, resulting in stable scans with
no brain tumor recurrence. During this period, she
had melanoma removed from her arm, face, and
ear. Her fun-loving yellow lab Chloe died of cancer.
However, they had many good times. They traveled
and camped frequently. She ran 5Ks and 10Ks, and
a marathon. She ran a 5K in Raleigh at Christmas
one year and was looking forward to meeting
John at the finish line with a Gatorade. Instead,
he was thinking something hot would be good
so he bought a hot dog, French fries, and coffee
from Snoopy’s because it was the only place open.
When she arrived, he had eaten the hot dog. They
laughed about it.
2014. After ten years of remission, they would try
for a child if her next set of scans were stable. In
March 2014 a bump developed on her skull. On
May 25, they saw Dr. Allan Friedman who
scheduled a biopsy. On May 26, Tina ran in
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Duke Forest for the last time. June 10 (exactly 10
years to the day since they moved), a biopsy was
performed and the entire bump was removed
but more invasive surgery was required to beat
this radiation-induced sarcoma. On July 17, during
grueling surgery, complications surfaced including
stroke, swelling, brain shift, and a failed graft. She
returned home in August able to use her left side
and walk short distances. She returned to work in
September. In December she had scalp and skull
reconstruction where the grafted tissue was lifted
from her brain.
Over the next three years, she had several setbacks
including infections, grafts, implants, multiple
reconstructive surgeries, and degradation of
mobility and motor function, which forced her to
leave he job in the OR. In spite of that, she started
working in the clinics doing pre-anesthesia testing
with patients over the phone. When she could no
longer work in the clinic, she worked from home for
a year, doing what she loved, nursing work.
June 10, 2017, John had a brain tumor removed
after having vision problems and migraines. An
MRI back in 2005 revealed he had a pituitary tumor
but neither he nor the doctor were advised. Dr.
Allan Friedman challenged John to recall possible
environmental contributions. The only possible
connection was the house they bought in 2001. The
previous owner’s wife also died of Glioblastoma
multiforme.
2018. May 29 was the last birthday John and Tina
celebrated. He had a stunning butterfly sculpture
made for her. Christmas was one of their best in
spite of her rapidly declining mobility. John’s cousin
Chris had just moved down and the three of them
were celebrating. Chris did not know the gravity of
her condition. He was cooking dinner one night and
set the alarm on his phone for 90 minutes. He went
outside to help John with a project and returned
when the alarm went off to check the food. He
went in and discovered Tina had fallen shortly after
they left. She had been laying in the dark, trapped
and unable to reach her phone that dropped. She
apologized. Really?

On January 7, 2019, they reminisced about how
far they had come and how lucky they were to
celebrate their sixteenth anniversary. Soon the
grim realization was that it would likely be their last.
To their astonishment, they both admitted what
each had believed privately for some time, that
she would not live past age 43. She had lost motor
control on her left side and John either carried her
from room to room or pushed her in a transport
chair. She began to lose vision and spatial and
time acuity. In spite of all the setbacks, she never
complained.
May 4th—Former nurse co-workers Trish and Julie
came to visit her. May 6, John called Tina’s mother
Bev to come and help him. She came but did not
know that for three weeks she would also have to
watch her daughter die. May 9th they went to the
brain tumor center to review the previous night’s
scan. The right side of her brain was consumed with
a tumor. A hospice caseworker was brought in to
discuss their options. May 11th—Tina was declining
rapidly, forcing John to make the call he dreaded.
He had been strong and stoic and the ultimate
caregiver and spouse. At that moment, there was
nothing else he could do for his little bear. She was
being taken to a place of refuge, the Hock Family
Pavilion, where she would receive impeccable care
by a staff that would fall in love with her and the
family. As he watched them drive away, he wept
and sobbed. Years of pent up tears were flowing
freely.
Hock Family Pavilion. Nurse David Bynum,
a calm and compassionate nurse, welcomed
her. He was very intuitive to her needs and Tina
quickly fell in love with him, even telling him that
she wanted to die on his shift, which she did. NA
Darlene Rees, who has a daughter named Tina,
also 43 and also a nurse, bonded immediately with
her. Darlene administered spa treatments and
made her pancakes. Social worker April Collmer
coordinated the brain transfer because John and
Tina donated her brain for research, to help find a
cure for GBM. NP Liz Zechinatti was good to explain

what to expect at each phase to the family. May
12th family friend Jackie Johnson (whose brother
Jeff died with GBM at age 43) brought her French
bulldogs to see Tina at her request. May 14th was
the last meal that she could eat independently and
she said goodbye to her dogs Jake and Roxie. She
was still coherent. May 15th she became nonverbal. May 17th—twin brother Tony was saying
goodbye and told her the next time I see you, it
will be as a hummingbird. Suddenly, one flew
and hovered outside her window to everyone’s
amazement, including John who was outside of her
room in the courtyard and saw it fly up. John had a
hummingbird sculpture made for her final birthday.
May 19—She was unresponsive but comfortable.
Staff kept a close watch and comforted John and
her mom. May 23—Mike, Tina’s older brother
Mike’s 45th birthday. May 29th—her and twin
brother Tony’s 43rd birthday. Tina’s wish was to
not die in the month of May because all the siblings
were born then. Tina’s mom, Bev, summarized
the experience at Hock Family Pavilion by saying
the time spent at hospice benefitted her entire
family and they could not have done anything else
to make the experience better. John has advice
to others going through similar circumstances
admitting family members to Hock Family Pavilion.
Though it’s difficult to relinquish control, it’s okay to
let go and trust the staff to take care of your loved
ones. You’re not giving up. You’re letting go.
June 2, 2019—Sun set at 2:00 p.m. Traditionally,
a bell is rung when someone passes and the staff
stand quietly and respectfully in the hallway while
a loved one is gracefully escorted from the facility.
Tina’s family had heard that bell often during her
stay. However, this would be the last time they
heard it. The family waved good-bye until the
hearse was out of sight.
Story written by Tom Hunter,
Employee of Duke HomeCare & Hospice
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